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Across

2. how many feet in a yard

4. What is the answer of a division 

problem called?

9. How many pounds are in a ton?

11. What is one mail word we hear in a 

division problem?

14. Whats one way you will see a 

division problem?

15. unit balance scale measures

16. what does the word increae mean

17. What is the number being devided 

into called

18. what does a balance scale measure?

20. how many feet are in a mile?

21. How many millimeters are in a 

centimeter?

22. how many cups in a pint?

23. how many yards in a mile?

24. how many pints in a quart?

28. one way to see a multiplication 

problem?

30. How many millimeters are in a 

liter?

32. how many meters in a kilometer

33. how many inches in a yard?

Down

1. How many centimeters in a meter?

3. Answer to a addition problem?

5. What does a spring scale measure?

6. how many quarts in a gallon?

7. u.s standered unit for temperature?

8. international standered units of 

measure measured by a meter stick?

10. How many decimeters are in a 

meter?

12. What does a ruller or meter stick 

measure?

13. what does a graduated cylinder 

measure?

19. How many millimeter are in a 

meter?

25. How many milligrams are in a gram?

26. what does a spring scale measure?

27. Any process for soving a 

mathematical problem?

29. u.s standered unit measured by 

ruler?

31. what unit does a graduated cylinder 

measure?


